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Treating the Curb as a Public Space Amenity

Facts and Figures:
There are many public functions for the curbside including but not limited to mobility, access for people, access for
commerce, social interactions, greening, and storage. Using the curb as a parking lane negates all of these other
functions.
41% of New Yorkers receive a delivery of some kind at their home at least a few times a week. Without effective
curbside management and loading zones, we are forcing delivery companies to break the law when they deliver our
in fact, only 7% drove and 46% arrived by transit. On
depending on local land uses, a cascading array of very
SEATTLE RIGHT-OF-WAY
goods.
(1)
short term, one-hour, multi-hour, and longer-term car
Nostrand Avenue in Brooklyn, surveys found that only
PRIORITIZATION
10

In 2016, the City of Seattle adopted new policies
that define the curb lane as a “flex zone,”
allocating ranked curb use priorities according
to street types. On commercial streets—after
accommodating key infrastructure outlined in
citywide modal plans—the city prioritizes uses
like freight and passenger loading over metered
parking. Free long-term private vehicle storage is
a low priority for curbside space on key streets,
and long-term, commute parking is generally not
supported. These priorities give project managers
assurances of policy support in making the
case for localized curbside changes that support
transit.1

storage. While the exact mix of curb uses will vary, this
approach to curbside priorities can ensure that transit
reliability is a foremost priority in curb assignment.

5% to 9% of business patrons arrived by a car parked on
the street itself—while buses delivered 33%.11 On Geary
Street in San Francisco, only 6% of people surveyed
on the corridor arrived by car, while 90% took transit
or walked.12 Even on transit corridors that also serve
high motor vehicle traffic volumes, such as Reseda
Boulevard in Los Angeles, only one-third of people
arriving to the corridor used personal motor vehicles
or taxis.13 By including an arrival option of parking on
the transit street or off the transit street, these surveys
can provide clear evidence that reducing the number
of metered parking spaces on the corridor itself will
not hurt businesses. This data also demonstrates
that “residential” unpaid parking on nearby streets is
already supporting the business street, building a case
for metering the parking on cross-streets.

Double-parking and cruising for parking are the result
of an under-managed curb. They create unsafe conditions,
CHOOSING MEASUREMENT OVER MYTHS
especially for bicyclists, and cause delays for bus Data
riders,
bicyclists
and car
users. One study on the UWS of Manhattan
from around
North America
show that
repurposing parking spaces for transit priority
found that the average driver cruises for 1/3 of a mile,
366,000
supportscreating
businesses and
mobility, butwasted
making thismiles driven and 325 tons of carbon
case with neighborhood stakeholders takes work and
dioxide emissions in one year (2). In New York, almost
half Curbside
of local
motor
volume is generated by cruising for
trust-buildling.
changes
can be vehicle
sustained and
expanded when decision-makers and stakeholders
are informed about the tradeoffs involved in curbside
parking. (3)
use. Planning and outreach, combined with rigorous
before-after studies, can build the business case for
reducing the number of metered parking spaces, and
the neighborhood case in favor of increased transit
reliability.
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CURBSIDE MANAGEMENT:

arrival-mode surveys show that transit delivers many
times more people to streets and businesses than
do private cars. Arrival-mode surveys are a form of
intercept survey that asks how people arrive at local
businesses or to the street in general—walking, transit,
biking, taxi, or private car—and whether car arrivals
were dropped off, parked directly on the street being
studied, or parked on a different street.9 In Los Angeles,
merchants on Cesar Chavez Street estimated 36% of
arriving patrons used cars and none arrived by transit;

Road in the Bronx, NYC DOT replaced curbside
metered parking lanes with full-time bus lanes in both
directions, a dramatic change. An intensive study of
local business tax receipts demonstrated that business
increased 71% on the corridor, in comparison to 38%
for comparable streets.14 These findings provided
support for a large program of bus priority projects that
continue to change major commercial streets in New
York City.

NYC boasts three million on-street parking spots, and 97% of on-street parking is free. (5)

Illustration of a Managed Curbside:

Different curbside uses have varying abilities to draw people to an area and to support nearby businesses

BIKE SHARE
STATION

40 riders/day2

FOOD TRUCK

150 meals/day
$800–1800
income/day3

PARKLET

100 visitors/day
10–20% revenue
boost to nearby
businesses4

LOADING ZONE
20 deliveries/
day supporting
$10,000 in daily
sales per block

PARATRANSIT
& ACCESSIBLE
LOADING

Serving 19% of
the US population5

METERED
PARKING SPOT

15 vehicles/day6, 7, 8

BUS STOP

1,000 riders/day

J (+1) 917 523 9546 • L (+1) 917 842 7183

100 passengers/day

3

Image Source: National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO). (2)
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DROP-OFF ZONE
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Flexible Uses of the Curb

Flexible Curb Functions Based on Land Use

Image Source: Shepard, Meghan. (9)
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